September 2020
Monday
7

Tuesday
8

For day 1, Tuesday September 8:
Discuss what your daily schedule
will be with school activities. Write
a schedule and try to include
times. Take a picture of your
schedule for documentation.

For example:

8:00 Wake Up, Get Dressed, Brush
Teeth
8:30-8:50 Breakfast
8:55-9:15 Everyday Practice
9:20-9:50 Today’s Learning Activities
9:50-10:20 Free Indoor Play
10:30-11:00 Outdoor Play
11:00-11:40 Wash hands and eat
lunch
11:45-12:10 Story Time
12:15-1:30 Rest/Nap
**This is just an example. Your schedule





In your journal:
Copy your name 3
times in different
colors.
Using popsicle sticks
as counters and
number cards 1-5
practice counting.

Wednesday
9




*Picture/Video
Use pipe cleaners to
make the first letter
of your name
Counting and
Moving:

Thursday
10 *Picture of Journal


-Jump 5 times


thing is to establish routine.**

-Clap 3 times
-Touch your toes 6 times
-Snap 8 times

15

16

17

may be very different. The important

14 *Journal & Picture/Video
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*Picture
Using your color chart
find items in your home
that match each color.
How many items of
each color did you
find?
Which color do you
have the most of? And
the least of?







*Picture/Video
Draw and cut out a
large oval and a large
rectangle.
Draw a face on the
oval.
Using the oval and
rectangle say the
Humpty Dumpty
nursery rhyme.





In your journal, draw
a picture of yourself
and write your
name underneath
ALL BY YOURSELF!! Just
do your best
Count the letters in
your name.
*Picture
Spell your name
with playdoh.
Count the letters in
your name. Make a
playdoh ball for
each letter. How
many balls do you
have?

Friday
11 *Picture of Journal




Draw a picture of
your family. Have
your parent help
you write the names
of each person.
Count the people in
your family picture.

18 *Picture of Journal






Take a walk outside
and look at the
clouds.
Draw a picture of
what you saw in the
clouds.
Makeup a story for
your cloud picture.

An * with how to document and share daily activities is in bold highlighted print at the top of each calendar day. Pictures and videos may be emailed or shared through SeeSaw. Documentation is required.

September 2020
21




28




Monday
*Picture
Use playdoh to make
numbers 1-3. For each
number make that
many shapes EX. For
number 1 make 1 circle, for 2 make 2
squares. Repeat 3x.
Spell your name in
playdoh.

*Picture
Using your name cards,
go on a scavenger
hunt through your
home. Try to find the
letters of your name in/
on books and
packages in your
home.
Count the doors in your
home.
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Tuesday
22







29






*Picture and Journal
Sing “Head, Shoulders,
Knees, and Toes” and
do the motions.
Paint a picture of yourself using watercolors.
Write your name at the
bottom
Sort laundry by color.
Hop on each foot 5x.
*Picture
Using watercolors,
paint your name.
Count the windows in
your home.
Make 5 playdoh balls
Pick them up using a
clothespin and drop
them into a cup.

23




Wednesday
*Picture
Spell and clap your
name aloud as you lay
your name cards out in
order.
Using number cards 1-5
and pennies practice
counting. EX. 3 pennies for the number 3.

30 *Picture of Journal




Choose a picture from
your favorite book and
make up a pretend
story about the picture.
Recount the windows
and doors in your
home. Do you have
more windows or more
doors?

Thursday
24




1




*Video

Choose a nursery rhyme
to practice reading and
saying it together.
Stand on one foot at a
time. Count aloud as
long as you hold your
balance. What number
did you count to for
each foot? Which foot
did you hold the
longest?

*Pictures
Draw a picture about
something that makes
you feel happy or sad
in your journal. Talk
about different feelings.
Lay out number cards
1-6. Roll the dice and
as you roll each number turn that card over.

25




Friday
*Picture
Write your name
with sidewalk chalk.
Roll the die. Jump
the number of times
you roll on the die.
ie. You roll a 3 you
jump 3 times. Roll
the dice 10x.

2

*Picture and Video



Build a reading fort to
cozy up and read your
favorite stories.
Count your steps. How
many steps do you take
from your front door to
your kitchen? Does your
mom or dad take more
or less steps than you?



An * with how to document and share daily activities is in bold highlighted print at the top of each calendar day. Pictures and videos may be emailed or shared through SeeSaw. Documentation is required.

October 2020
Monday
5 *Pictures




Tuesday
6 *Picture of Journal

IN YOUR JOURNAL
Make sounds like different animals. (dog,
 Find, list, or draw 5
cat, cow, horse, pig,
things that begin with
sheep, chicken, tiger,
the first letter of your
etc.). Draw a picture
name
of your favorite animal.  Write numbers 1-5. UnUse pipe cleaners to
der each number draw

make shapes.

that many circles.
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7






Wednesday
*Video and Picture 8
Identify the letters in
your name.
Use playdoh to make
shapes



Tear a piece of paper
into small pieces and
glue them on a page

of your journal.

14 *Picture of Journal



Thursday
*Video
Practice naming body
parts: ears, eyes, nose,
mouth, neck, shoulders, elbows, wrists,
hands, fingers, arms,
back, stomach, legs,
knees, ankles, feet,
and toes.
Which body parts do
you have 2 or more of?

12 *Picture of Journal

13 *Picture of Journal

15 *Picture of Journal

IN YOUR JOURNAL
 Write the names of
each person in your
family.
 Draw a circle around
the first letter of each
name.
 Do any names begin
with the same letter?

IN YOUR JOURNAL
IN YOUR JOURNAL
IN YOUR JOURNAL
 Count how many let Look in old magazines
 When is your birthday?
ters are in each perand/or newspapers for
Practice saying the
son’s name. Write how
the first letter of your
month and date.
many beside each
name to cut out and
Draw a birthday cake
name.
glue in your journal.
and candles to show
 Circle the name with
 Count how many letyour age.
the most letters in blue.
ters you found and
 Write your name on the
 Circle the name with
write the number at the
cake
the fewest letters in red.
bottom of the page.

9


Friday
*Picture
Go on a rock hunt.
Find enough rocks
for each letter of
your name. Using a
sharpie write each
letter of your name
on the rocks to spell
your name.

16 *Picture of Journal




Take a walk outside to
explore your neighborhood. Try to find 5
things on your walk
that are circles.
In your journal draw the
5 circles that you found
on your walk.

An * with how to document and share daily activities is in bold highlighted print at the top of each calendar day. Pictures and videos may be emailed or shared through SeeSaw. Documentation is required.

October 2020
Monday
19 *Pictures






26


Place the letter cards in
order. You can use
your ABC chart to
guide you.
Using your popsicle
sticks make :

Tuesday
20 *Picture of Journal
and Video




Draw the shapes in
your journal.

*Picture

27

Write your name 5
times in 5 different
colors.
Using number cards
1-5 and pennies
practice counting.
EX: 3 pennies for
the number 3.
*Picture/Video

You need name cards  Use pipe cleaners to
and ABC cards: spell
make the letters of
your name. Look at
your name
the ABC cards and
 Counting and
practice naming letMoving:
ters. As you find letters
-Jump 7 times
from your name flip
them over until all your -Clap 5 times
name letters are turned -Touch your toes 9 times
-Snap 6 times
facedown.
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Wednesday
21 *Picture of Journal




28

Make the letters of
your name with
playdoh.
Make numbers 1-5
with playdoh and
practice counting
again with pennies
and number cards.
*Picture of Journal
and Video

Thursday
22 *Picture of Journal






Draw 3 apples in your
journal, color 1 red, 1
yellow, and 1 green.
Ask your family members to write their
name under the apple
that they like best.
Circle the apple that
most people like best.

29 **Picture of Journal
and Video

Friday
23 *Picture of Journal




30 *Picture of Journal


Practice naming body
 Lay out number cards 1-6.
parts: ears, eyes, nose,
Roll the dice and as you roll
mouth, neck, shoulders, eleach number turn that
bows, wrists, hands, fingers,
card over.
arms, back, stomach, hips,  Ask an adult to write your

legs, knees, ankles, feet,
name in large print. Tear
and toes.
different colored paper in In your journal, trace your
to pieces and glue onto
hand and number your
the letters.
fingers 1-10.


Take a walk outside to
explore your neighborhood. Try to find 5
things on your walk
that are squares.
In your journal draw the
5 squares that you
found on your walk.

Take a walk outside to
explore your neighborhood. Try to find 5
things on your walk
that are triangles.
In your journal draw the
5 triangles that you
found on your walk.

An * with how to document and share daily activities is in bold highlighted print at the top of each calendar day. Pictures and videos may be emailed or shared through SeeSaw. Documentation is required.

November 2020
2

Monday
*Picture of Journal

Tuesday
3

Chocolate or Vanilla??? Tear
a piece of paper into small
squares. Give your family and
friends a piece of paper and
have them vote for which
they like best.
 Record the results in your journal.
 Discuss how tomorrow people in our country will vote for
president.


9

*Picture

Spell your name with pipe
cleaners or playdoh.
 Lay out number cards 1-6.
Roll the die and count.
Find the matching number
card and turn it over.
Jump the number of times
you roll on the dice. EX.
roll a 3 you jump 3 times.
Roll the dice until all 6 #
cards are turned over.
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Wednesday
4 *Picture of Journal


Use pipe cleaners to

make shapes.




10 *Picture of Journal


Draw your own shapes, cut
them out, and glue them in
your journal.



Count the lines of each
shape. Write how many
lines each shape has.

Which shape has no sides?
 Make up a funny story
about why the
has no

sides.

11

Find 1 item in your
house to match
each shape.
Draw the shapes
and matching items
in your journal.

5

Thursday
*Picture

6

Friday
*Picture of Journal

Pick 10 letter cards and
 Take a walk outside to
make those letters with
explore your neighborplaydoh and write them in
hood. Try to find 5
your journal.
things on your walk
 Make 7 playdoh balls Pick
that are red.
them up using a clothespin
and drop them into a cup.  In your journal draw the
 Make numbers 1-7 with
5 red things that you
playdoh and write them in
found on your walk.
your journal.


12

*Video or Picture

13

*Picture of Journal

Using the number line,
 Take a walk outside to
number cards 1-10, and
explore your neighborplaydoh: Choose a numhood. Try to find 5
ber card and make that
things on your walk
many playdoh balls, place
the balls on the number
that are orange.
line and count. The num In your journal draw the
ber line should match the
5 orange things that
number card.
you found on your
 Nursery Rhyme practice:
walk.
1, 2, Buckle My Shoe. Say it
together 5x.


An * with how to document and share daily activities is in bold highlighted print at the top of each calendar day. Pictures and videos may be emailed or shared through SeeSaw. Documentation is required.

November 2020
Monday
16

*Picture of Journal

17

Nursery Rhyme practice: Baa,

Baa Black Sheep
 Draw and cut out a small circle and a large oval then
glue onto a page in your journal. Pull apart the cotton
balls and glue the cotton onto the large oval. Draw a
face on the small circle and

draw legs to make your own
sheep. You may add other
background details like grass,
trees, clouds, and sun.


23




*Journal and Picture
Make 9 playdoh balls
Pick them up using a
clothespin and drop
them into a cup.
Make numbers 1-9 with
playdoh and write
them in your journal.

24




Tuesday
*Video/Picture
Sing the alphabet as
you lay the alphabet
cards out in ABC order.
(parent’s, make sure
they are in order
before you begin.)
Using number cards 1-5
and pennies practice
counting. Ex: 3 pennies
for the number 3.

*Pictures
Sort spoons and
forks by size.
Using playdoh make
a plate of food for
Thanksgiving and
play with your food.
Smash it all together
with a fork or spoon.
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Wednesday
18 *Picture of Journal






Sing “Old McDonald
Had a Farm”.
Draw a picture of a
farm in your journal.
Discuss where the
foods we eat come
from.

25 *Picture of Journal




Thursday
19




26

*Picture of Journal

20

Pumpkin Pie or Apple Pie??? In

your journal, draw a pumpkin pie
and an apple pie. Tear a piece
of paper into small squares.
Write the names of your family
members on a piece of paper
and have them vote for which
pie they like best. Record the

results in your journal by gluing
each persons name under their
favorite pie.
Circle the pie with the most
votes in blue and the least in
red.

Friday
*Journal
Take a walk outside to
explore your neighborhood. Try to find 5
things on your walk
that are yellow.
In your journal draw the
5 yellow things that you
found on your walk.

27

In your journal make
2 columns, fork and
spoon. In each column draw a picture of
the foods you eat with
each.
How many foods did
you draw for spoon?
How many for fork?

An * with how to document and share daily activities is in bold highlighted print at the top of each calendar day. Pictures and videos may be emailed or shared through SeeSaw. Documentation is required.

December 2020
Monday
31 *Picture or Video




Lay out number cards 1-6. Roll
the dice and count. Find the
matching number card and turn
it over. Jump the number of
times you roll on the dice. EX:
You roll a 3 you jump 3 times.
Roll the dice until all 6 number
cards are turned over.

1



Rainbow writing: Write your
name in each color (red, yellow, orange, green, blue, and
purple) in your journal.

7

*Picture of Journal



Write your name in your
journal 5 times. Circle
the first letter in green
and last letter in red.
Choose an activity
from p. 8 in your purple
Learning Through Play
book.



Tuesday
*Pictures
Pick 1 letter card at a
time and make that letter with playdoh then
write it in your journal.
Complete for all of the
letters.
Nursery Rhyme practice:
Let’s Make a Cake. Sing
it together 3x and make
a playdoh cake.

8 *Picture of Journal




In your journal draw
a line of 10 circles.
Color the circles in a
pattern. For example:
Pick 10 letter cards and
make those letters with
playdoh and write them in
your journal.

Beaufort County School District
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Wednesday
2 *Pictures and Video 3






9




Create an obstacle
course inside or outside. Make sure your
course includes you
going: under, over,
around, and between.
Draw a picture of your
course in your journal.





Practice tracing your
name.

*Pictures
In your journal draw
a line of 10 triangles.
Color the triangles in
a pattern. For example:
Movement patterns:

Clap, Snap, Clap, Snap…
Hop Front, Hop Back, Hop Front…
Sit, Stand, Sit, Stand, Sit, Stand...

10




Thursday
*Pictures
Find 5 toys in your
home. Put them in size
order from smallest to
largest.
Pick your favorite toy
and draw it in your journal. Tell why it’s your
favorite (an adult can
help you write about
why it’s your favorite.)

*Pictures
Rainbow writing: Write
your name in each
color (red, yellow, orange,
green, blue, and purple)
in your journal.
Make up your own
movement patterns
and draw pattern with
shapes or colors in your
journal.

4




Friday
*Picture of Journal
Take a walk outside to
explore your neighborhood. Try to find 5
things on your walk
that are green.
In your journal draw the
5 green things that you
found on your walk.

11 *Picture of Journal




Take a walk outside to
explore your neighborhood. Try to find 5
things on your walk
that are blue.
In your journal draw the
5 blue things that you
found on your walk.

An * with how to document and share daily activities is in bold highlighted print at the top of each calendar day. Pictures and videos may be emailed or shared through SeeSaw. Documentation is required.

December 2020
Monday
14 *Pictures


In your journal, draw
a picture of yourself
and write your
name underneath
ALL BY YOURSELF



Make a playdoh
snake. Cut it into 10
pieces.

Tuesday
Wednesday
15 *Video and Picture 16 *Pictures and Video

Thursday
17

18

 In your purple Learning
Bounce, Bounce, Bounce
 Bounce, Bounce, Bounce

Through
Play
book
on
p.
4
(words are in resource bag.)
(words are in resource
and 5 choose and complete
make up your own motions.
bag.) make up your own
at least one “Remembers
 Using your watercolors and
motions.
What He Sees” activity. Draw
scrap paper, mix these colors:
 Pick 1 letter card at a time
a picture of what was missing
red and blue, blue and yeland make that letter with
in your journal.
low, red and yellow.

playdoh then write it in
 Count out loud to 20 for each
 Document in your journal
your journal. Complete for
in-place activity: running,
what new color each color
all of the letters.
jumping, marching, spinning,
mixing makes.
and hopping on one foot at a  Draw 3 shape or color pattime.
terns in your journal.


21*Picture of Journal

22

Pick 10 letter cards and
make those letters with
playdoh and write them in
your journal.
 Write numbers 1-12 in your
journal. Roll both dice and
count how many you have
all together. Color the
numbers you wrote down
as you roll and count that
many dots on the dice.



In your purple Learning
Through Play book on p. 2
choose as many activities as
you’d like.



Place an item in a bag and
describe it to your child.
EX: Something red, juicy,
round, and you bite it.
(apple). Repeat with 5 different items. Draw the
items they guessed
correctly in your journal.
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*Pictures

23


*Pictures

24

Friday
*Journal
Take a walk outside to
explore your neighborhood. Try to find 5
things on your walk
that are purple.
In your journal draw the
5 purple things that you
found on your walk.

25

Go on a walk outside and try to find
each letter of your
name on signs in
your neighborhood.

An * with how to document and share daily activities is in bold highlighted print at the top of each calendar day. Pictures and videos may be emailed or shared through SeeSaw. Documentation is required.

